Abstract-A great corpus of studies reports empirical evidence of how information visualization supports comprehension and analysis of data. The benefits of visualization for synchronous group knowledge work, however, have not been addressed extensively. Anecdotal evidence and use cases illustrate the benefits of synchronous collaborative information visualization, but very few empirical studies have rigorously examined the impact of visualization on group knowledge work. We have consequently designed and conducted an experiment in which we have analyzed the impact of visualization on knowledge sharing in situated work groups. Our experimental study consists of evaluating the performance of 131 subjects (all experienced managers) in groups of 5 (for a total of 26 groups), working together on a real-life knowledge sharing task. We compare (1) the control condition (no visualization provided), with two visualization supports: (2) optimal and (3) suboptimal visualization (based on a previous survey). The facilitator of each group was asked to populate the provided interactive visual template with insights from the group, and to organize the contributions according to the group consensus. We have evaluated the results through both objective and subjective measures. Our statistical analysis clearly shows that interactive visualization has a statistically significant, objective and positive impact on the outcomes of knowledge sharing, but that the subjects seem not to be aware of this. In particular, groups supported by visualization achieved higher productivity, higher quality of outcome and greater knowledge gains. No statistically significant results could be found between an optimal and a suboptimal visualization though (as classified by the pre-experiment survey). Subjects also did not seem to be aware of the benefits that the visualizations provided as no difference between the visualization and the control conditions was found for the self-reported measures of satisfaction and participation. An implication of our study for information visualization applications is to extend them by using real-time group annotation functionalities that aid in the group sense making process of the represented data.
INTRODUCTION
Within the field of information visualization, several researchers have investigated how visualization can support strategic thinking, by reducing cognitive load, offloading short-term memory, allowing for easier comparisons, and generally facilitating inferences [37, 43, 46] . Anecdotal evidence on the usefulness of visualization for supporting explanations and reasoning processes abounds in the literature [44] , as well as in popular sayings, as in the famous line "A picture is worth a thousand words": Larkin and Simon [22] have investigated how this saying can be true (and why) in supporting individual reasoning.
Collaborative knowledge work, such as experience sharing and decision making in meetings, is a crucial task in organizations: the quality of the decision process and outcome can have a dramatic impact on a company's performance. Professional consultant have successfully employed visualization in meeting facilitation [4, 16, 30] and their anecdotal evidence shows that visualization is particularly useful because it helps structuring cognitive processes, for its permanence (as opposed to verbal interventions), and because it support a more focused discussion. The aim of our research is thus to show the relevance and benefits of information visualization for this collaborative, often qualitative group deliberation context. Shneiderman believes that focusing on understanding collaboration is crucial, arguing that "understanding these collaboration-centered socio-technical systems could accelerate their adoption and raise their benefits." [36] . Responding to Shneiderman's call to action for rigorous evaluation work in the collaborative visualization field, we have devised an experimental design that is both rigorous and, in terms of the user tasks, close to reality. Among the range of possible evaluation methods [1, 38] , we have chosen the controlled (betweengroup) experiment as it is considered one of the strongest and most appropriate methods for (summative) system evaluation [42] .
The general research question that we aim to answer can be articulated as follows: How does real-time, interactive visualization (or template-based mapping) of participants' contributions affect knowledge sharing in teams? Within this broad question, we focus on synchronous and co-located group work at the managerial level.
Our contribution hence focuses on the effects of visualizing group conversations in real-time (through software and an untrained facilitator) with regard to reasoning and communication purposes, in the context of organizations. We adopt an experimental approach, comparing groups of 5 managers (including a group-assigned facilitator) working together on a knowledge sharing task. Over one hundred managers in 26 groups have participated in one of the three conditions: with visual software support (using fitting or non-fitting templates, as classified through a previous survey among 116 different managers) or with flipchart (control condition). In the treatment conditions the assigned interactive visualization templates are populated by the facilitator with group members' contributions during the knowledge sharing task. The originality of our work lies, we believe, in evaluating the benefits of interactive visualization for group work in an organizational context with a rigorous methodology. This can be relevant to the information visualization community because it uncovers, with solid scientific evidence (given by the experiment methodology and the large number of participants), several advantages of interactive visualization for knowledge sharing.
RELATED WORK
This research study aims to apply qualitative, collaborative information visualization to the organizational context. Its roots are mainly in information visualization, human computer interaction [37] , and information system studies (in particular in Group Support Systems). It is also motivated by studies on managerial cognition and communication, where decision making processes [9, 45] and the impact of group dynamics [25] are described and analyzed.
With regard to the fields of information visualization and human computer interaction, we build on the seminal work of Shneiderman [37] , Card et al. [7] and Ware [46] that have examined "the use of computer supported, interactive, visual representations of abstract data to amplify cognition" [7] . More specifically, a few studies have examined the impact of co-located information visualization, such as the work of Suthers [40] , Isenberg et al. [21] and Mark et al. [23, 24] , although not specifically in the context or organizational or managerial work. Various information visualization scholars have investigated topics similar to the one proposed in our study, such as Chuah et al. [11] who worked on visual knowledge sharing, and Rogers et al. [34] who studied group interactions. The experimental methodology for evaluating information visualization and interactions has been previously used in [10, 32, 33, 47] among others.
In the field of Group Support Systems (GSS) and Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) there is a long tradition of using experiments, comparing for example, face to face meetings with distributed meetings [3, 4] , or comparing different kinds of group supports [5, 8, 17] , or accounting for cross-cultural differences [26, 41] . These studies, however, have not yet included information visualization evaluations, at best of our knowledge.
Conversely, in the knowledge management and communication community, experiments are not an often used method, with few exceptions [35] . Few, mainly qualitative (and highly cited), studies have examined the effect of boundary objects [9, 39] as knowledge transfer and integration devices in organizations. Boundary objects are "objects which are both plastic enough to adapt to local needs and the constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust enough to maintain a common identity across sites." [39] . Their findings show that, through the use of boundary objects, people from different areas of expertise can bridge their separate knowledge domains, create a shared understanding, and improve decision making.
Finally in the area of management researchers are beginning to explore the potential of using visualization in organizations [16, 35] . These studies typically highlight visualization advantages for different kinds of knowledge work (decision making, knowledge sharing, brainstorming, ranking, etc), mainly through case studybased evidence.
EXPERIM ENT
We have designed and performed an experimental study to assess the impact of visualization for knowledge sharing in co-located groups. Specifically, we have implemented three conditions: groups were assigned either to (1) an optimal (or fitting) visualization support, or (2) to a suboptimal (non-fitting) visualization support, or (3) to a control condition with no visualization support. We have identified the optimal and suboptimal visualizations through a matching questionnaire (see subsection 3.3 for more details). Subjects were randomly divided into groups of five and each group was randomly assigned to one of the conditions, as suitable in most experimental settings [6] . Randomization of subjects is a requirement of experimental settings (in the contrast to quasi-experiments) in order to ensure a non biased distribution of group characteristics.
The task assigned to each group was to share and document knowledge and experiences about business strategy implementation problems in order to come up with a comprehensive list of challenges to consider when implementing a business strategy. This is a highly realistic and relevant management communication task, as many business strategies tend to fail in their implementation stage. The members of the experimental groups were all participants in an executive course on strategic management (see section 3.4) and thus interested in the topic and the task. Each group chose a facilitator who had to capture the members' contributions in front of them, documenting the group's view on the topic. In the two visualization supported condition, the facilitator had to position the contributions (bulleted text items) on the provided interactive graphic templates in a software environment (we have used the en.lets-focus.com package for this task). In the control condition each group was provided with a flipchart and markers. The designated facilitator then wrote down the group members' contributions; the group members were sitting around a table (see Fig. 1 ) as it is typical in most business meetings.
The two visualization software-supported conditions had the same setting, but used different visualization templates. The group members were sitting around a table and the facilitator was using a laptop connected to a projector, so that all the participants were able to see the results of the visualization of the discussion, projected on a big screen (Fig. 2) . Our experimental study also aims to address how different kinds of visualization affect group collaboration. In order to evaluate this aspect, we have chosen two different visualizations, a seemingly fitting one (that other managers had rated as being helpful for knowledge sharing tasks) and a non-fitting (or unsuitable) one (that managers had indicated was not useful for supporting knowledge sharing tasks). Our hypothesis regarding these two differing graphic templates is:
In group knowledge sharing facilitation, an optimal and a suboptimal visualization support will provide similar results (H1-H5).
The rationale of this assumption is that we want to investigate if interactive visualization (that is, in general any kind of visualization template) can support knowledge sharing in teams. In order to do so, we have chosen to compare two very different visualization templates (as assessed by managers), to be used in the same software environment. If our hypothesis is confirmed (finding no difference between the two visualizations), then we are in a stronger position to generalize that visualization helps knowledge sharing, and that the findings are not specific to a particular visualization form (i.e. diagram, visual metaphor or knowledge map).
3.2
Task and procedure As briefly stated before, the subjects had the task to share and document their knowledge in the group about strategy implementation problems and pitfalls [48] . This is a typical task in organizations in which small groups of managers have to share their prior knowledge and past experiences in order to avoid future problems. We have used let's focus [15] , a software package developed by Reflact Inc. specifically for visualizing knowledge in a group setting. In this section, we outline the procedure followed in the experiment, as well as the user task given to the groups.
First, each subject was asked to write down (individually) a list of strategy implementation problems that he or she had already experienced directly or indirectly: participants were given five minutes for completing this task. This allowed us to measure the prior knowledge of each person participating in the experiment. We then randomly formed groups and randomly assigned them to one of the conditions. When the groups were formed, the participants selected a facilitator within their group; it should be noted that the participants were somewhat familiar with each other, because they attended the same executive MBA program. The facilitators of the two visualization conditions were instructed for 5 minutes on the main features of the visualization software and they had 5 more minutes to practice and familiarize themselves with the software environment. In particular they were instructed on how to map and edit contributions of their peers, insert icons, change colors, modify text and icons, resize, use freehand drawing and save their file. At the end of the training session the groups formed and they were given the same task instructions in written form (one page) that instructed them to discuss and document strategy implementation problems based on their experience, with the provided support (visualization software or flipchart). The facilitators in the visualization supported conditions had to capture the participants' contributions and place the text on the visual template provided. The facilitators were allowed to modify the templates slightly, but not to switch to another template. The groups had 45 minutes to complete this task. They were then asked to individually fill in a questionnaire in order for us to collect self-assessed measures of the meeting outcome as well as various control measures. After a one hour diversion task (a strategy lecture and an individual exercise), a recall test was administered to the subjects. We asked each participant individually to write down the strategy implementation problems discussed in his or her group that can be remembered. The participants were given 5 minutes for this recall task. Finally, we conducted a plenary debriefing session with all the participants. This allowed us to collect further qualitative information about the participants' perceptions, comparisons and problems.
3.3
Selection of visualizations The selection of the visualization templates used for each condition is a critical choice for the reliability of the experimental results. In order to perform a rigorous selection, we have conducted a previous separate study to assess the suitability of different visualizations for the task of group knowledge sharing.
We developed a questionnaire for managers to quantitatively assess the fit of widely used visualizations in organizations with typical group activities. Twelve business visualization have been selected (Fig. 3) , based on their popularity of use in organizations and based on their diversity of profile, evaluated with the Collaborative Dimensions of Visualization Framework [4] . The aim was to have a sample of widely used, but diverse visualizations. The survey respondents were all managers attending executive courses or seminars (and different from the experimental study subjects). For each visualization we asked survey participants to rate the fit or usefulness of each visualization (on a 5-point scale) for four main knowledge work tasks: idea generation, knowledge sharing, options evaluation and activity planning [14] . A paper with detailed results is under preparation. The analysis of 116 completed questionnaires resulted in a ranking from the most to the least suitable visualization (in the managers' assessments) for each knowledge task. We do not assume that the participant's ratings are an objective assessment of each template, but they are an indication of the common perceptions of our target population (i.e., managers). We then used the manager's collective rankings of the visualizations, to select a particularly fitting (optimal) and non-fitting (suboptimal) visualization template for the knowledge sharing experiment.
The optimal visualization for the experiment resulted to be the iceberg visual metaphor (Fig. 4) , which was chosen among the top rated visualizations for knowledge sharing. The suboptimal template was pulled from the lowest rated visualization (least fitting) regarding the knowledge sharing task, and resulted to be the timeline (Fig. 5) .
The groups in the control condition were provided with plain flipchart paper and markers, to simulate the typical setting of a meeting in organizational contexts. We show the end result of a group in the control condition in Figure 6 . It is important to highlight that the treatment groups were provided with empty visualization templates, thus without any text. In Figure 4 and Figure 5 we display the end results of two groups in the fitting and non-fitting (suboptimal) visualization condition respectively.
3.4
Selection of subjects The subjects of this experiment were 131 managers attending a strategic management course (of which 101 were enrolled in an executive MBA program, and 35 were attending a three-day management seminar). Their average age was 36, with an average of 11 years of work experience; 93 were men and 38 women. Their average familiarity with visualization supported meeting was 3.23 on a 7-point scale. Their familiarity with the topic of strategy implementation issues resulted to be 4.80 on average, rated on the same scale.
The groups were all composed of five people, except for one group which was composed of 6. We have thus a total of 7 groups for the fitting visualization conditions, 7 groups for the non-fitting visualization condition, and 12 groups for the control condition (due to logistical reasons, it was not possible to perform more treatment conditions simultaneously). None of the subjects refused to take part in the experiment, but one group in the control condition had to be eliminated, because they had created an ad-hoc visualization on their flipchart, therefore potentially confounding our results. The sample characteristics are fairly distributed across interventions and we did not find significant differences between installments or countries (we conducted the experiment in three installments and in two different European countries).
Having managers as subjects, compared to undergraduate students, allows us to have less concerns regarding the external validity of the results, all else being equal. It also allows us to reduce potential concerns of future visualization users or managers regarding the experimental setting. We will discuss the limitations of our study in more details in section 5.3.
3.5
Measurements We measured five main outcomes, based on the previously presented hypotheses: Productivity, Quality, Learning, Satisfaction and Participation. We assessed most of the outcomes with more than one evaluation variable. Table 1 The quantity (Productivity) and quality of the group work [31] are measured at group level: Productivity is measured as the count of the documented items of strategy implementation problems by each group. Quality of the outcome is rated by two external coders, blind to the treatment and hypotheses, and assessed the Range of items (that is, the variety of the documented items), the Quantity of relevant items (how many of the six most relevant strategy implementation problems identified by Beer and Eisenstat [2] ). The coders also assessed Redundancies as a control variable, to verify that a higher number of items is not due to repetitions. The coders identified similar items and counted these repeated ideas only once. We expect an equal number of redundancies per condition, independently of the total number of items identified, to assess that a higher Productivity is not due to the repetition of the same ideas. Structure identifies the number of categorizations or grouping levels that each group employed in carrying out the task (if any).Learning is measured at the individual level as the objective count of remembered items. Recall is a quantitative measure of the total number of items remembered in the recall test [28] . Knowledge gain measures the amount of "correct" items: that is, the number of items that are recalled from the group documentation, and not previously known (not present in the individual previous knowledge test). This measure is therefore more qualitative than the previous one, assessing the effective learning of discussed new items.
The last two measures of Satisfaction and Participation are selfreported by answering a questionnaire with 7 point scale answers (after the experiment). Satisfaction with Process and Satisfaction with Outcome are validated scales [5] of 4 items each, which have been employed in several previous studies. Equality of Participation is a 3 item scale developed and documented in [49] . We have developed a 4 item scale for Freedom of participation (partially based on the work of [29] ) attempting to measure the degree to which subjects felt free and comfortable in participating in the group discussion and providing their contributions.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We subsequently analyze the effect of the treatment on objective (Productivity, Quality, Learning) and subjective (Satisfaction, Participation) measures by performing an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) on each metric. We report the means and standard deviation (in parenthesis) of the outcomes for each condition in Table 2 . Table 3 provides a summary of the ANOVA results (bold indicates significance at 95% confidence level, two tailed) which are discussed in more detail in the next sub-sections. We provide the significance test for the suboptimal condition compared to the control condition ("Suboptimal"), the optimal condition compared to the control condition ("Optimal"), the optimal condition compared to the suboptimal condition ("Optimal -Suboptimal") in order to test if the two visualizations are different with regard to their effects, and the two visualizations pooled (aggregated) together (optimal and suboptimal) compared to the control condition ("VisualizationsControl").
4.1
Group objective outcomes The ANOVA results show that the suboptimal (non-fitting) visualization leads to significantly higher Productivity (in terms of number of items elicited by the group). The optimal or fitting visualization also leads to higher productivity than the control condition, but the difference is not significant. Evaluating the two visualizations together, significant difference can be found from the control condition, while there is no statistical difference between the two visualizations.
Hypothesis 1a is not confirmed for the optimal or fitting visualization, yet it is confirmed for the Suboptimal or unfitting visualization. For Range of Items the optimal condition is significantly better than the control conditions, but the suboptimal condition is not. No significant difference can be found between the two visualizations, while the two visualization together result to be significantly better than the control condition. Hypothesis 2a is confirmed for the optimal visualization, for the aggregated visualizations, but not for the suboptimal visualization individually.
The outcome of Relevant items is significantly better for the suboptimal visualization compared to the control condition, while the optimal visualization is better, but the difference is not significant. There is no significant difference between the two visualizations, and the two visualizations together provide no difference from the unsupported condition. Hypothesis 3b is confirmed only for the suboptimal visualization.
We found no significant difference for Redundancies between any of the conditions, as expected, therefore hypothesis 3c is confirmed for both visualizations. Structure levels is significantly better for both the optimal and the suboptimal condition, compared to the control condition, and there is no significant difference between the two visualizations. Hypothesis 4d is confirmed for both visualizations.
Individual objective outcomes
Recall is significantly better when the optimal or the suboptimal visualizations are used, compared to the control condition. No significant difference is found between the two visualizations. Hypothesis 3a is confirmed in full.
Knowledge gain leads to the same results, with the two visualization being significantly different from the control condition, and therefore confirming hypothesis 3b.
4.3
Individual subjective outcomes The individual subjective outcomes of Satisfaction and Participation have been measured through a questionnaire, that the participants had been asked to fill-in at the end of the treatment. As a first step, we have assessed the scales by conducting a principal component analysis on the four scales together and the results confirm the four desired components for each scale with loadings well above 0.7 for most of the items. More detailed results are available upon request.
Secondly we have tested the reliability of each scale, which resulted in a Cronbach's Alpha of 0.905 for Satisfaction with process (4 item validated scale), 0.901 for Satisfaction with outcome (4 item validated scale), 0.920 for Equality of Participation (3 item validated scale) and 0.870 for Freedom of Participation (4 item ad hoc scale). This scale was employed for the first time and is performing well in terms both of principal component analysis factor loadings and of reliability. Since all the scales result to work properly, we proceed with the Analysis of Variance.
As can be easily inferred from the results in Table 3 , no statistical difference can be found between the treatments and any of the subjective measures. Hypotheses 4a, 4b, 5a and 5b are therefore not confirmed.
4.4
Covariates and interactions We have tested the effect of potential confounding variables by adding them to the treatment model. However, we find no relevant statistical difference in the significance levels of the treatment effect when accounting for the control measures (i.e. facilitator role, prior knowledge, gender, etc.). We tested the interaction of treatment and relevant covariates (ANCOVA), to test the hypothesis that there is treatment heterogeneity per condition, and we did not find statistical support for that problem. We have also tested the residuals and we find normality in their distribution.
This implies that the above presented findings on treatment effect are strong and stable regardless of context, demographic and experience differences. Detailed results are available upon request. 
5.1
Findings The objective of this research was to shed light on the role of visualization in supporting collaborative knowledge sharing in groups. The empirical results presented in the above section lead to four main findings.
First, a clear pattern in the significance levels can be noticed. For all the objective measures (at group and at individual level) the use of interactive visualization results in a significant improvement of performance compared to the control condition, with the individual measures offering stronger results than the group level measures. On the contrary, visualization has no effect on any of the subjective measures, compared to the control condition. The implication of these results is that visualization leads to objectively better results, but subjects do not perceive this difference. We believe these finding to be highly revealing of the hidden beneficial effects of visualization in collaborative settings. By pulling together subjective and objective measures, we can compare the real to the perceived gain of using visualization for supporting group collaboration. Future research could focus on exploring the reasons for this discrepancy between objective and subjective results. We can also hypothesize that subjects do not have a reference or comparison level when completing in the questionnaire (since they are not provided with feedback or comparisons with other groups' results at that point in time), therefore they cannot assess their satisfaction and group participation in relative terms.
Second, we find that for none of the outcomes there is a significant difference between the two visualization conditions, confirming our hypothesis that the optimal/fitting and the suboptimal/non-fitting visualization will lead to similar results. This finding suggests that although visualization templates for knowledge sharing can differ in their shape or form, they do not necessarily have to lead to significant differences in team performance with regard to group knowledge sharing.
The third implication of the experiment's results is that the results are very consistent across contexts, as we found no difference between installments, and no impact of the covariates on the treatment results. This implies that the effect of visualization is constant regardless of context and therefore can be predicted.
Finally we can point out that the interactive visualization support in the groups has not lead to a single inferior result when compared to the flip chart groups. Some of the outcomes were positively affected by the use of visualization software, while some were not affected, but none of the outcomes have been affected negatively by the use of visualization for facilitating group knowledge sharing.
5.2
Implications and Recommendations Our findings have implications for both information visualization and for organization studies. The results show that using softwarebased, interactive visualization for supporting group knowledge sharing can be especially helpful to advance the individual learning and recall for the group participants. We also found that this kind of real-time visualization increases the quality and quantity of the shared experiences. Consequently, using a flexible visual template when facilitating a group knowledge sharing meeting, can lead to several significant advantages (and does not seem to cause major negative effects). By contrast, we have found that the participants in the visualization supported teams are not more satisfied than the textoriented flip chart groups with regard to their results or collaboration process. They also do not perceive a greater level of participation than their control group peers. Similar findings are common in GSS studies [8, 27] . In the information visualization domain, Andrews [1] finds that "Users will apparently need a great deal of persuading to move from a familiar trusted interface to a new, unfamiliar one." This might be the case also in our study, where subjects are not familiar with the employed software.
Our study found no statistically significant difference between the group outcomes of the two visualizations. This has implications for the information visualization community, as it seems to show that interactive visualization is helpful, regardless of its specific form (visual metaphor, knowledge map or diagram).
Indeed, research in the field of memory, has for some time indicated that images can enhance recall and learning better than verbal descriptions [12] . We can observe that the two employed visualizations do not lead to different results, but that they are significantly better than the control condition regarding productivity and quality of outcome. Henderson provides an explanation for this phenomenon: "Why are visual representations so powerful? I have suggested that it is their meta-indexical quality -their ability to be a holding ground and negotiation space for both explicit and yet-to-bemade-explicit knowledge-that allows them to be more than the sum of their parts.
[…] One very important capacity of the visual lies in its malleability -its ability to be drawn interactively and shaped and redrawn and reshaped […] . In this process, the visual representation integrates and informs the collective and changing cognition of those designing it" [20] .
It is interesting to note that most of the groups assigned with a sub-optimal visualization did not use the visualization "appropriately". They were assigned the timeline template, but six of the seven groups in this condition ignored the time axis (as can be seen in Fig. 5 ). Only one of the groups used both axes, adapting the y axis of time by using only two time frames, which they named "planning" and "implementation". We can assume that the suboptimal visualization has been re-appropriated by the groups and adapted to their discussion needs. Conversely, only one of the seven groups assigned with the optimal visualization (the iceberg visual metaphor) used it in a different way than intended. This appropriation process has been the focus of the Adaptive Structuration Theory (AST), which highlights the role of group interaction in appropriating structures to guide further interactions. Consequently groups may use technology "in ways intended by the system designers, or they may use it in opposing ways"; unintended appropriation has indeed been observed in other experimental studies [13] . The re-appropriation effect could also be the object of further study in the information visualization field, to investigate when mapping functionalities are used in different ways than intended by the developers. This is also in line with Shneiderman's and Plaisant's call to action: "We seek to encourage information visualization researchers to study users doing their own work in the process of achieving their goals." [38] .
In the control condition, all the considered groups documented the elicited items in a list. They often deleted or corrected words or sentences by drawing a straight or wavy line on them (as in Fig. 6 for the word "resources"). Only one of the twelve groups used a categorization (on three levels). Most of the groups, after finishing their discussion, wrote all the items on a new flipchart paper for presentation to the class, in a more legible form.
5.3
Limitations and future research One of the strengths of the study reported in this paper is, we believe, that the subjects of the experiment are real managers with several years of work experience and are familiar with one another, thus representing the target population of the study (managers) in a quasirealistic setting. This is a stark contrast to other studies in this domain that mostly use undergraduate students in their user experiments. A limitation ensuing from this choice of subjects regards the scope of the questionnaire issued to participants that had to remain concise. Other limitations introduced by the experimental setting include possible personal preferences on behalf of the subjects for the use of visualization in general or for a specific visualization template. Subjects of the experiment are managers with high education levels (typically university graduates) and the generalization of the experiment results might be limited to educated middle managers in organizations from Western Europe. Another limitation of this study is that we do not account for the effect of visualization in a non-interactive (or non electronic) context, such as on brown papers, whiteboards, posters, or flipcharts, therefore we are not able to isolate the effect of visualization from the effect of computer interaction: our research group is currently working on comparing paper based and interactive visualizations. We also acknowledge the limited scope of the visualizations used in our experiment, as each group facilitator was asked to place the participant's contributions as moveable text items on a graphic template. Furthermore, we had only one person that could use the mouse and keyboard (the facilitator), in order to simulate a typical group meeting in a corporate setting. Future research could study the effect of multiple and simultaneous user interactions (for example with multi-mice support or with a multi touch screen / wall).
The employed research design can still lead to further investigations of several variations, by replicating the experiment in different settings or with varying conditions, and therefore measuring their differential impact on the outcomes that we have found. The same experiment could be replicated for varying group sizes or for different knowledge tasks, such as assessment, idea generation or planning, or in different cultural context (such as in Asia) [25] [42].
In order to increase the external validity of our findings, the same measures could be replicated in the field, in an actual organization, through a situated [18] or field [19] experiment.
CONCLUSION
The results from this experimental study add to the growing literature on collaborative information visualization. In particular we have focused on analyzing co-located and synchronous collaboration through visualization for a group knowledge sharing task. Our main research hypothesis was that a visualization-supported meeting leads to better performance than a non-supported condition.
In this paper, we have first contextualized our research and argued for the relevance of our research question (atypical in the IV community). We have then described the research design, procedure and outcome measures in order to assess the effects of two different visualizations (optimal and suboptimal) compared to an unsupported control condition in group knowledge sharing. Next we have presented the results of the experiment that clearly show that using interactive visualization for facilitating collaborative knowledge sharing increases individual learning and team performance (both in terms of quality and quantity). Internal validity is ensured by the rigorous experimental setting with random attribution of subjects to groups and conditions. In addition, the choice of managers as subjects, and of a typical organizational topic as the base of the discussion (strategy implementation problems), allows to have a reasonable degree of external validity.
Our work aims to be a contribution to the understanding of the role of collaborative information visualization in a non-numeric context, that is to say where the information that is visualized is not based on existing (quantitative) data sets, but rather on manager's prior experiences and insights (although the idea of real-time group annotations and interpretations can also be applied to quantitative information visualization, see below). We consider that examining this topic is highly relevant, both at a theoretical and at a practical level to move the information visualization field further and expand its scope. The novelty of our research is to be found in applying the theories and findings of the collaborative information visualization field to the specific context and needs of organizational group meetings, and demonstrating that visualizing conversations interactively improves learning and group performance.
We believe this study to be relevant for the information visualization community, as it provides evidence that the use of interactive visualization, compared to an unsupported setting, leads to statistically significant better performances, in the context of knowledge sharing in organizations.
One implication of our study for information visualization scholars and developers may thus be the suggestion to include collaborative annotation functionalities to their data mapping tools in order to help in the collective sense making [42] of the provided data visualizations. As our study shows, such positioned annotations can lead to numerous positive effects for group deliberation.
